Challenges and regulatory experiences with non-inferiority trial design without placebo arm.
For a non-inferiority trial without a placebo arm, the direct comparison between the test treatment and the selected positive control is in principle the only basis for statistical inference. Therefore, evaluating the test treatment relative to the non-existent placebo presents extreme challenges and requires some kind of bridging from the past to the present with no current placebo data. For such inference based partly on an indirect bridging manipulation, fixed margin method and synthesis method are the two widely discussed methods in the recent literature. There are major differences in statistical inference paradigm between the two methods. The fixed margin method employs the historical data that assess the performances of the active control versus a placebo to guide the selection of the non-inferiority margin. Such guidance is not part of the ultimate statistical inference in the non-inferiority trial. In contrast, the synthesis method connects the historical data to the non-inferiority trial data for making broader inferences relating the test treatment to the non-existent current placebo. On the other hand, the type I error rate associated with the direct comparison between the test treatment and the active control cannot shed any light on the appropriateness of the indirect inference for faring the test treatment against the non-existent placebo. This work explores an approach for assessing the impact of potential bias due to violation of a key statistical assumption to guide determination of the non-inferiority margin.